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Tanis Brush has partnered with SIT, an Italian industrial brush 

company with over 100 years of brush making experience, to 

offer wire brush products to meet your surface finishing needs. 

SIT products are quality built with safety and cost of ownership 

in mind.  SIT has made technological advancements in filament 

materials - enabling performance improvements 4x greater than 

standard products. Tanis’ exclusive access to SIT’s product 

catalog expands the industrial brush offering available to you. 

FEATURES AND BENEFITS 

 - light- and heavy-duty performance, ideal for uneven surfaces 

 - use for weld preparation, cleaning rust and deburring 

 - available in straight, crimped and knotted filament styles             

 - materials include carbon steel or stainless steel      

 - excellent for hand tool use

BEVEL BRUSH 
for power tool and machine applications

Consider these other fine products from Tanis. 
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APPLICATIONS
GRINDING

POLISHING

DEBURRING

FINISHING

CLEANING

RUST REMOVAL

SURFACE ROUGHING

INDUSTRIES
AEROSPACE / AIRCRAFT

AUTOMOTIVE

CONSTRUCTION / UTILITY

MANUFACTURING

METAL FINISHING

MILITARY 

PETROCHEMICAL

PIPELINE

SHIP BUILDING

WELDING
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BEVEL BRUSH  

Known for our vast selection of stock and standard brush products, resourceful custom-

design capabilities and exceptional customer service, Tanis Brush is an industry leader 

in brush manufacturing. Since 1987, our team of dedicated employees has remained 

committed to total customer satisfaction and fostering a culture of quality and continu-

ous improvement. 
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Contact a Tanis sales representative for additional sizes, styles and filaments.

BRUSH DESCRIPTION TANIS  DIA. WIRE ARBOR TRIM # OF FACE MAX
 PART #  SIZE SIZE  KNOTS WIDTH RPM
       
CRIMPED WIRE 
BEVEL BRUSHES - for lighter cleaning 

Carbon Steel  70800 3-1/2” .014”  5/8” - M14* 3/8”  3/4” 14000
 70804 4-3/4” .014”  5/8” - M14* 3/8”  7/8” 12500
 
       
Stainless Steel 70852 3-1/2” .012”  5/8” - M14* 3/8”  3/4” 14000
 70556 4-3/4” .012”  5/8” - M14* 3/8”                               7/8”        12500     
       

TWISTED KNOT       # OF
BEVEL BRUSHES - for more aggressive cleaning     KNOTS  
      
Carbon Steel  70900 3-3/4” .020”  5/8” - M14* 1/2” 18  14000
 70904 4-3/4”” .020”  5/8” - M14* 1/2” 18  12500

Stainless Steel 70952 3-3/4” .020”  5/8” - M14* 1/2” 18  14000
        

STEM MOUNT 
BEVEL BRUSHES - to mount on machinery and hand held tools       
 

Carbon Steel 71000 3-3/4” .014”   1/2”   6500

*5/8” -M14 is a multi-threaded nut. 

*5/8” -M14 is a multi-threaded nut. 




